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TRIANGLE LAUNCHES DENIM COLLECTION
ROTTENDORF, 17 May 2016
In September 2016, TRIANGLE is launching a denim collection with styles for different figure types, which
guarantees perfect fits and a high level of wear comfort. The basic shapes "regular" and "curvy fit" are used to
translate current trends into modern cuts. Regular fit trousers have the ideal fit for ladies with a flat behind and a
straight silhouette: the shape defines and elongates. The curvy fit is perfect for curvy ladies: it flatters their curves
and provides a pleasant wear feeling. Both fits are available in various leg shapes like extra slim leg, slim leg,
straight leg and flared leg. The trousers are seen in modern interpretations as cropped denims, in trendy fancy
boyfriend fits and wide leg styles in grey, blue and black. Decorative tapes, rivets, destroyed elements and various
washes turn the TRIANGLE denims into something special. Denim dungarees and denim jumpsuits featuring a
combination of two washes are the fashionable highlights.
In addition to regular and curvy fit trousers, TRIANGLE features figure-shaping denims. Thanks to their slim fit, the
trousers are tight against the body and visually elongate. The cotton/elastane mix is firm, dimensionally stable and,
thanks to its high level of elasticity, easily retains its shape. A silicone tape at the back pockets makes for a
beautiful, figure-shaping push-up effect. The trousers will be available from September 2016.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE TRIANGLE DENIM COLLECTION
Sizes: 38 to 50
Price range: € 69.99 to € 119.99
Material: cotton, elastane, polyester
BRAND INFORMATION
TRIANGLE makes fashion in which women feel comfortable. And only those who feel at ease can actually exude
this level of self-confidence. The brand offers casual chic with easy-going, feminine coolness ensuring that
women always feel fashionable and well-dressed – thanks to comfortable fits which go well with individual
lifestyles, figures and tastes. Yet the look is effortless and easy, thereby bearing a unique signature. Signature
pieces in the collection can be styled to versatile signature looks for any occasion and which underline the
personality of the individual wearer. The collections are complemented by special theme capsules and matching
accessories such as bags, fashion jewellery, scarves and belts.
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